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Make it Simple...
But Make it with Style!

www.cabinquilters.com

Cabin in the Woods Quilters
Cabin in the Woods Quilters is a quilt pattern design company established in
2003 and located in Fredericksburg, Virginia. Our owner and chief designer,
Penni Domikis, was introduced to quilting by a family friend and combined her
love for this hobby as well as photography and graphic design into a thriving
pattern design and template business. She is an award-winning quilter and has
developed a reputation for breaking down quilting designs into manageable
pieces for quilters of all skill levels, leading to our company motto:

“MAKE I T SIMPLE ...BU T MAKE I T WI TH S T YLE !”
Penni enjoys traveling around the country to quilt shops and guilds teaching
her method of scrap quilting, machine appliqué and English Paper Piecing
while sharing tips and tricks she has learned along her quilting journey. Penni is
always developing new products for quilters and shop owners alike that solve
many common problems. She specializes in showcasing fabric lines or “forgotten
fabrics” in stores to create masterpieces using a little color theory. Penni works
with several fabric companies to create designs using their fabrics and product
companies to highlight new and innovative ways to use the products for all your
quilting needs. She also loves creating her own templates in Cabin in the Woods
Quilters’ on demand manufacturing facility. Penni loves building relationships with
quilters and quilt shops to keep the quilting industry thriving.

Email

info@cabininthewoodsquilters.com

Phone

540.785.2751
Instagram
cabinquilters

Twitter
cabinquilters

Website

www.cabinquilters.com

Wholesale Distributors: Brewer Sewing & Checker Distributors

New P roducts...
ENGLISH PAPER PIECING: Our newest template collection answers the call of
the resurgence of the traditional hand piecing quilters in today’s market. Hand
piecing has seen a tremendous rise in popularity since designers like Katja Marek,
Willyne Hammerstein, Jen Kingwell, and others have authored books on English
Paper Piecing. If you Google the term “millefiori quilts” you will find a host of
colorful inspiration that illustrates this point. Hand piecing is portable and requires
no expensive tools or machines, however it does often require cutting lots of little
pieces. Quilters seek out template sets to make the job easier. The difficulty lies
in finding the small template tools needed to create these masterpieces and
chasing down the hot new designs.
OUR PRODUCTS: We set out to create templates that would be sturdy and perfect
for all method of hand piecing. Each template comes in our standard ¼” acrylic
and contains two templates in one in a “halo fashion”. The inner template is laser
cut to the size of your finished piece. This removable piece is handy when creating
your own papers for the those hard to find pieces and reduces the expense of
creating a large quilt. These can also be used to create copy pages and cutting
files for your electronic cutting machine.
The outer halo has two functions. The outer portion of the halo is used to cut
fabric pieces. The inner portion of the halo is used to mark the sewing line for those
traditional hand piecers.
SETS and CODING SYSTEMS: CWQ offers custom sets that are quilt specific and are
designed and created around a particular quilt and size. We offer quilt specific
sets for all Millefiori designs by Willyne Hammerstein, Patchwork of the Crosses by
Lucy Boston, Panama Pyramids by Linda Collins and Glitter by Jen Kingwell.
In addition to these sets, we have created our own sets for the quilter that likes to
branch out and draft their own patterns or draft an antique pattern from a photo
or antique top.
Our sets are available in SMALL and LARGE sizes by shape. Small Sets include ¾”,
1”, 1¼” and 1½” sizes and the Large Sets include 1¾”, 2” 2½” and 3” sizes. Our sets
also contain a coding system by points and degrees. For instance, any blocks
created around a hexagon would contain a 60˚ degree angle and would need
6 shapes in the center to make a complete block. All shapes that have the same
angle contain a 6/60˚ code on the package so that the customer can be assured
they work together. In addition, every 1½” template matches the length on every
other 1½” template. Our goal is to make sets that will be useful for a lifetime and
can be used to draft designs from any designer.
SHOP GUIDES: We have also created Shop Guides for our most popular programs
such as our All Scrapped Out! scrap quilting series and our pattern collection
for use with our Nested Petal template. The shop guides are designed for shop
owners and staff to be able to run these classes and programs on your own to get
the most return on investment. As with any program, guides are for the exclusive
use of the quilt shop and it is expected that the customers and students will
purchase the actual patterns and books associated with the guide for the class.
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6/60˚ Template Sets

Available in Large and Small Sets

Small Sets include: ¾”, 1”, 1¼” and 1½” sizes
Large Sets include: 1¾”, 2” 2½” and 3” sizes

60˚ Triangles

6 Pointed Stars

Hex Peaks

Kites

Half Hexagons

120˚ Isosceles
Triangles

Hexagons

www.cabinquilters.com

Jewels

5/72˚ Template Sets

Available in Large and Small Sets

Small Sets include: ¾”, 1”, 1¼” and 1½” sizes
Large Sets include: 1¾”, 2” 2½” and 3” sizes

Pentagons

10 Pointed Stars

5 Pointed Stars

4/90˚ Template Sets

Available in Large and Small Sets

Small Sets include: ¾”, 1”, 1¼” and 1½” sizes
Large Sets include: 1¾”, 2” 2½” and 3” sizes

Squares

Honeycombs

Isosceles Triangles,Octagons and 8 Pointed Stars coming soon.
New shapes added each month.
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Quilt Specific Sets

Custom templates created for use with a
specific quilt pattern
New sets can be created on demand.

La Passacaglia

Ballet with
Kaffe Fassett

La Valse
Brilliante

Come and Fly
with Me

Creme Brulee

When Your Day
Is Dark

Dutch
Windmills

Be Calm and
Count to Ten

Dancing With
the Stars

Over 40 Quilt Sets available. Don’t see it... just ask!
www.cabinquilters.com

Custom Acrylic Templates for your Shop
Looking for something special for your next event?

Contact us about special projects and see what we can do for your
next workshop, retreat, cruise or customer appreciation.
Vitamin Sea Cruise Templates
and pattern
Kelly Ann’s Quilting
Swirly Girls

Evergreen Country Primitives
Quilt-As-You-Go Hexies
Showcase in booth for demo

Virginia Longarm Network
Custom Longarm Rulers

The Fat Quarter Gypsy
Custom template for use
with Granny Dot Pattern
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Nested Petal

Templates and Patterns
machine applique
workshop

Scrap Petal
Garden

Beautiful
Blooms

Poinsettia Petal
Runner

Merry Blossoms

Keychain
Templates

Holiday Hexie
Ornaments
Pattern Booklet
Fun workshop with
templates

www.cabinquilters.com

All Scrapped Out!
Books and templates
Scrap Quilting
workshop
Ask About Our SHOP GUIDE
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Our
Templates

6” 45° DIAMOND
CWQ-45D6

5” CHARM TUMBLER
C WQ -TR APCH

6” TUMBLER

NE S TED PE TAL S

C WQ -TR AP6

CWQ -PET105

3” TUMBLER

HEXIE CHARM

C WQ -TR AP3

CWQ-HEXCH

www.cabinquilters.com

60° TRIANGLE KEYCHAIN

TUMBLER KEYCHAIN

CWQ-60TKEY

C WQ -TR APKE Y

3 ” PE TAL PAL KE YCHAIN

HEXIE KEYCHAIN
CWQ-HEXKEY

CWQ-PETKEY

2” CIRCLE

2.5” CIRCLE

CWQ-CIRCLE2

CWQ-CIRCLE25

1.5” CIRCLE
CWQ-CIRCLE15
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Cabin in the Woods quilters
Visit us in our booth or catch up with us online.
Ask about our custom services for your Quilt Shop.
We believe in building relationships with shop owners for mutual success.
We offer programs, classes and demo days for your shop, cruise or retreat.
We can create custom templates for your projects or difficult to find sets
to meet your customer’s needs.
Ask about our special pricing.
NOTES

www.cabinquilters.com
All Text and Images Copyright © 2017 by Penni Domikis
for Cabin In The Woods Quilters
All rights reserved. No part of this pattern may be
photocopied or reproduced in any form without prior
written consent from Cabin In The Woods Quilters.
Items made from this pattern are protected by Federal
Copyright Law and may not be reproduced for resale
or commercial use in any form without written consent
from Cabin In The Woods Quilters.

